

Three different classes of numerical models successfully predicted the occurrence of the El Niño of 1986–87 at lead times of 3 to 9 months. Although the magnitude and timing of predicted ocean surface temperatures were not perfect, these results suggest that routine prediction of moderate to large El Niño events is feasible. The key to the success of the models lies in recognizing or simulating the low-frequency, large-scale changes in the tropical ocean–atmosphere system that give rise to El Niño events.

The extended periods of unusually warm sea surface temperature (SST) that occur periodically off the coast of South America are often referred to as El Niño events. We now know that these SST changes are part of far larger variations in the global climate system often referred to as El Niño–Southern Oscillation, or ENSO, events. Perhaps the largest such event in this century occurred in 1982–83, with little apparent warning but with considerable consequences for a sizable fraction of the world’s population (1).

In the aftermath of the 1982–83 event, several scientists, using rather different techniques, showed that key features of the event could have been predicted in advance (2–5). In response to these scientific results, the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program, which was designed to study the ENSO phenomenon, organized a series of experimental forecast efforts aimed at alerting the oceanographic and atmospheric communities if another event appeared likely to occur. Between late winter and spring of 1986, three different objective schemes predicted a moderate warming of the equatorial Pacific SSTs, an El Niño, to begin in late summer to early fall of 1986. Results presented below indicate these forecasts were generally successful (Figs. 1 and 2). An explanation for the success of the three rather disparate forecast procedures is also given.

The models used in the forecasts can be thought of in a hierarchical structure. The simplest conceptual physical model uses a statistical approach and invokes a balance between the zonal wind stress over the tropical Pacific and the zonal gradients in the density field of the equatorial ocean as represented by simple indices, such as regional SST or sea level. The relation between these fields is expressed in a sophisticated statistical model (denoted M1) designed to predict SST from prior variations in the tropical Pacific surface wind field, the global sea level pressure field, or both. The statistical modeling uses a substantially upgraded variation of canonical correlation analysis to find the optimal linear combination of variations in space and time in the wind or pressure field that can forecast subsequent SST change. The model is “form-free” in that the previous variations in wind and SST determine the structure of the model (5, 6). A variant of this approach was used by Barnett (2) to show that the 1982–83 event was predictable in advance of its occurrence; Graham et al. (3) extended this work, showing that skillful forecasts could be expected operationally at lead times of 1 month to greater than 1 year.

The results of two statistical models will be shown. One model (M1A) used the 6 months of wind field data prior to an initial time \( t_0 \) to forecast SST out to 6 months beyond \( t_0 \). A second model (M1B) used the prior four seasons of data on the global sea level pressure (SLP) field to forecast SST. The models had high cross-validation skills out to lead times of 5 months and four seasons, respectively, for forecasts of SST in the time frame from late summer to winter. The models generally had no appreciable skill for spring–early summer forecasts.

Increased model sophistication is introduced by expressing the ocean’s response to varying wind stress in terms of the physical laws that govern that response. In this forecast scheme, denoted M2, the ocean physics are described in terms of a linear transport model on an equatorial \( \beta \)–plane that is wind-driven, has one layer, and incorporates reduced gravity (7). In such a model the tropical ocean is treated as a light (warm) dynamic upper layer that overlies a heavy (cool) lower layer that is at rest. The model’s geometry extends from 18°N to 12°S and 126°E to 76°W, that is, the entire span of the tropical Pacific (Fig. 1). The meridional boundaries are taken to be solid walls, and open boundary conditions are applied at the north and south boundaries to permit free passage of coastal Kelvin and Rossby waves. Observed wind stress drives the model, and numerous results (7, 8) suggest that this relatively simple physical formulation, which is linear and without thermodynamics, is capable of reproducing many observed features of ENSO events.

In the forecast mode, the model is integrated up to an initial time \( t_0 \) by using observed winds. Forecasts for times beyond \( t_0 \) are made by assuming that the wind field in the future will be identical to that last given at \( t_0 \). The model is then integrated ahead for 3 months under this assumption. The model’s forecast skill, like the M1 models, is highest in the last half of the calendar year.

The model does not predict SST but rather a closely related variable, the thickness of the upper layer of the ocean, denoted ULTA. The prediction of an El Niño event is based on forecast of ULTA off South America and is given in binary form, that is, an event will or will not occur with a certain probability. This decision-making process, which is derived from inspection of model performance over a prior record, was used previously by Inoue and O’Brien to demonstrate the predictability of the 1982–83 event (3). That same work gives the operational definition of an El Niño event used to construct the prediction rules. This prediction scheme has been used routinely since early 1985.

The third forecast scheme, denoted M3, uses a numerical model to simulate the evolution of the coupled ocean and atmosphere system in the tropical Pacific (9). The ocean component of M3 is similar to M2, the most important differences being the addition of an Ekman layer (to concentrate wind-driven currents near the surface) and thermodynamics (to simulate the heating of the atmosphere by the sea). The surface currents are determined by adding the Ekman velocity to the geostrophic velocity estimated by dynamics much like those in M2. Although the dynamics are linear, the SST anomaly evolution equation is fully nonlinear [that is, there are interactions between the variables governing the evolution of SST anomalies (such as vertical and horizontal ocean currents) and the SST]...
anomalies themselves; further, there are important interactions between the mean and anomalous components of the system. Anomalous surface heating of the atmosphere is taken to be linearly proportional to the anomalous SST, but SST anomalies are functions only of currents and upper layer thickness. Hence all SST anomalies are dynamically forced by surface wind stress anomalies.

The atmospheric component of M3 calculates surface wind anomalies in response to SST anomalies and has steady-state dynamics and a nonlinear heating parameterization. This parameterization simulates the warming of the atmosphere by latent heating associated with precipitation and depends on both the prescribed SST and the surface wind convergence calculated within the model. The performance of the atmospheric model is described elsewhere (10). In the coupled model, the atmospheric heating will depend on the model ocean SST field, which in turn is determined by winds generated by the atmospheric model.

Anomalies in tropical heat content are crucial in determining the evolution of ENSO events in M3 (4, 9). Fields of this variable are therefore an essential initial condition for forecasting El Niño episodes. Since the necessary information is not available from direct observations, these fields are calculated by using the model itself. To accomplish this, the model is forced by observed winds for a period of time preceding t₀, and the state resulting at t₀ is used as the initial condition for the forecast. To this point the procedure is much like M2 (11). However, after t₀ both the atmosphere and ocean evolve as determined by the dynamics of the coupled model, whereas M2 assumes a constant state for the surface winds and only the oceanic features evolve. In still greater contrast, M1 neither uses nor creates information between t₀ and the verification time.

In actual operation, a new M3 forecast is made every month. The results presented here and previously were obtained by a simple average of the forecasts from six consecutive months prior to t₀. Previous experimental forecasts show that the best agreement with observations is in the boreal winter, the same situation found in models M1 and M2.

Each model presents its forecast in a different format, but we have tried to express them in a way that will allow meaningful intercomparison. We present “short-range” forecasts characterized by lead times of 3 months and “long-range” forecasts at lead times of 9 months. Further, we concentrate on SST forecasts for regions of the eastern equatorial Pacific (Fig. 1). Each model predicts for a slightly different area. Past results (5, 12) suggest that the central area is the easiest to predict and the eastern the most difficult, but the differences are modest.

The forecasts produced by models M1 (A and B), M2, and M3 are shown in Fig. 2. Note that during some months a particular model offered no forecast (nf) due to poor expected performance at these times; the performance index depending on the statistical significance of the model.

The 3-month lead statistical model based on surface wind data (M1A, Fig. 2A) successfully captured the onset of the 1986–87 event in the Pacific, although the predicted initial peak was 1 month later than observed. The magnitude of the event in 1986, nearly 2 standard deviations, was also well forecast. The model does forecast the continuation of the event through 1987, although the warming is underestimated, particularly in the spring (a time when the model does not perform well on its training set). The secondary peak (September 1987) is forecast only moderately well, as its observed magnitude (>2σ) is substantially underestimated.

The equatorial Pacific Ocean model (M2) successfully forecast an event to occur in July 1986 from data up to the end of May 1986 (Fig. 2A). Forecasts issued prior to this time correctly indicated that no event would occur. Since a smoothing over 3 months is done to eliminate high frequencies, the discrepancy between the forecast event arrival time and the observed upswing in SST is minor, particularly given the somewhat open, poorly resolved definition of the start of an event. Continued integrations with M2 suggested that the event would die out during the spring of 1987 (it did not) and resume again in late 1987 (a successful forecast).

The coupled tropical ocean–atmosphere model (M3, Fig. 2B) appears to have simulated the onset and evolution of the event through the first half of 1986 relatively well.
(13). After that time, the simulated and observed SST diverge as the coupled model predicts an end to the event by September 1987. In fact, equatorial SSTs returned to near normal values in the spring of 1988, about 6 months later. As with the M2 model, the wind data used to drive the model did not show the needed anomalies in the late spring and early summer. A possible early indication of problems with the forecast were the large errors in initial conditions at this time (14).

Mid-1987 is the least successful period for all three short-range forecast schemes. It is unusual for warm episodes to persist through the spring as in 1987. Although it is possible that the poor forecasts are caused by errors in the wind data, they may also result from omissions in the physics or statistical assumptions underlying the models.

Note that during the course of the 1986–87 event, a simple persistence forecast (that is, a forecast that calls for the current conditions to continue unchanged) would be a successful competitor with the models discussed here (of the three forecast models, only M3 makes explicit internal use of the persistence of tropical SST). However, by its nature, persistence could not have predicted the start of the event as did the models M1 through M3. Furthermore, the near constancy of the event during late 1986 and 1987 is unusual, so persistence appeared to be more effective as a forecast scheme during this event than it would during more typical events.

Models M1B and M3 produced the 9-month in-advance forecasts of the normalized seasonal SST anomalies given in Fig. 2, C and D. The model M2 has not been tested at this lead time. The statistical model forced by the global SLP field produced good results for the central Pacific SST, picking up the warming in the fall of 1986 with a forecast made at the end of February 1986 (15). The eventual magnitude of the event was also fairly well forecast through 1987 and early 1988, although the predicted decrease in fall was not observed, and as is typical for statistical models, there is a tendency for underestimation. As an aside, the predictions made for lead times of 6 months with this model have forecast errors that are smaller by a factor of 2 than those inferred from Fig. 2C.

The coupled model forecasts started the warming about one season too early, but from the fall of 1986 on, it performed relatively well. The model forecasts were slightly too low during much of 1987, but recovered by fall to give a clear indication of the second peak. We would judge that M3 has done better at this longer lead time than at 3 months (Fig. 2B). Over a larger set of cases (1970 to 1985) the performance of the 3-month lead is only marginally superior, being significantly better only for the early fall. The failure to improve at short lead time is an indictment of the initialization procedure; the additional information given the model is almost as likely to throw it off track for a short time as it is to help. In a particular case, perhaps including 1987, the short lead forecast may be victimized by a burst of poor data at times near 4; the longer lead forecast has more time to recover from such problems.

All of the forecast models successfully predicted major aspects of the 1986–87 El Niño event despite the wide disparity in model type, initialization procedure, and so forth. This somewhat surprising result can be understood by realizing that ENSO is a long-period cycle: the coupled ocean-atmosphere system travels on a closed trajectory through a multidimensional phase space that is largely determined by its large-scale, low-frequency behavior. It may be buffeted about by smaller scale weather, intraseasonal tropical oscillations, and such, but beyond some point, it is so firmly locked onto the path pointing toward El Niño conditions (or toward non–El Niño conditions) that at a given time that it can no longer be deflected. All of the prediction schemes considered are able to detect such states [and in the case of M3 to simulate the system’s further evolution with sufficient accuracy (16)].

At all times the ocean-atmosphere evolution is interactive, with low-frequency ocean and atmospheric components dominating the evolution. In principle, the ENSO signal could be detected in either medium (17), but the atmospheric observations are more numerous and for now the models have relied on them alone. Schemes M2 (tropical ocean model) and M3 (coupled tropical ocean–atmosphere model) convert a time series of atmospheric states into an oceanic state, whereas M1 works directly with atmospheric states. The analysis given below extracts the most important signatures of such states by performing a generalized inverse calculation with the statistical models (M1). Thus we solved for the average space-time structure of the wind-stress fields that gave the best possible SST forecast skill (5, 6). We focused on forecasts for the winter season for the SLP model and November for the wind model since these were times when the models performed best. Lead times of three seasons and 4 months were selected, but the conclusion are insensitive to these choices.

Consider first short-term predictability derived from knowledge of the tropical Pacific surface wind field. The way in which the anomalous zonal wind component must evolve from February through July to give a successful forecast for SST in region M1 (Fig. 1) in November is shown in Fig. 3. Positive (westerly) anomalies are needed as early as February in the western equatorial Pacific to ensure a good forecast. This wind anomaly intensifies slowly as one approaches July, the cutoff time (q) for a 4-month lead forecast. The anomalous wind patch,
which initially (February) covers much of the western and central Pacific, extends eastward, particularly along the equator, as summer approaches. Yet to first order, the growth of the predictive wind anomaly is slow, and its geographic shape changes little with time. The relative importance of each month’s wind data to the subsequent skill is shown numerically in the legend to Fig. 3. These numbers range from 13 to 20%, so all months are of approximately equal value to the forecast. Thus it is the large-scale, low-frequency variation in the near-equatorial wind field that gives rise to the predictive skill found in the statistical model.

The success of M2 and M3 for short-range prediction can be understood in the light of this result. Both integrate the wind information from before $t_0$ into the ocean state at $t_0$. Model M2 then assumes that the anomalous wind observed at $t_0$ will persist for 3 months. This is a fairly good assumption, since the predictive signal is independent of higher frequency events, for example, “west wind bursts” (Fig. 3), so that the model does well. The model M3, which evolves the wind for 3 months, has enough skill at the low frequencies and large space scales to capture the essential features of Fig. 3, that is, the near constancy of the forcing wind stress field. In addition, in both M2 and M3, remotely forced oceanic signals (such as equatorial Kelvin waves) are allowed to propagate during the 3-month forecast lead time.

The inverse calculation that uses the long-range SLP-based model (M1B) showed the manner in which the global SLP field must evolve to produce an El Niño and a successful winter SST forecast (Fig. 4). The main features of the SLP evolution are:

1. Expansion and intensification of positive SLP anomalies from Asia at $t_0$ minus three seasons (summer) to their almost total coverage of the Eastern Hemisphere at forecast time $t_0$ (spring).

2. Eastward translation of the negative SLP anomalies from the Indian Ocean into the South Pacific and their apparent unification with similarly signed Northern Hemisphere anomalies, so that by $t_0$ much of the Western Hemisphere is covered by below normal SLP.

3. The results discussed in the two points above, of course, represent at $t_0$ one phase of the Southern Oscillation. Note, however, that there is much more activity associated with the SLP field than just that of a tropical Indo-Pacific event, and that this variation is much like a global natural mode of SLP described by Barnett (18) and by Graham et al. (5).

4. Additional calculations have indicated that the pattern seen at $t_0$ (spring) grows in intensity, in place, through the summer and into the winter, and looks like the amplification of a standing wave in the atmosphere.

The above discussion and results (Fig. 4) show that the large-scale, low-frequency variations of the global SLP field are responsible for the predictive skill of model M1B. Indeed, the numerical importance of each season’s information to the subsequent forecast (given as a percentage in the legend to Fig. 4) are essentially equal. Given the difference in spatial character of the SLP fields in the year preceding an ENSO event, a model must be able to capture the evolution of the anomaly field to be successful at lead times as long as 9 months.

Model M3 (coupled ocean-atmosphere) exhibits forecast skill at lead times even longer than 9 months (4). In the light of the discussion above, this result implies that to produce a good forecast, the coupled model must evolve its climate state along a trajectory in phase space near that of the real ocean-atmosphere system. In addition, since M3 only treats the tropical Pacific region, the interactions in this region must be sufficient to determine the system’s future trajectory (19). This fact may seem to contradict the results shown in Fig. 4, where the relevant patterns clearly extend into other areas. Indeed, the above interpretation of Fig. 4 represents only one possible scenario. Based on M3, one could also argue that changes occurring in the Pacific, especially the western Pacific, will influence the atmosphere over the Indian Ocean and elsewhere, giving a signal there that is easier to detect in the data than the one more directly involved in the Pacific interactions. Other scenarios involving redistributions of oceanic mass within the Pacific Basin could also explain the forecast skill (4, 9, 17, 20). At this stage of our understanding, we cannot say which, if any, of these interpretations is correct. What we do know is that any useful long-range forecast of ENSO events must account for the evolutionary aspects of the atmosphere shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The ability of the various models described here to produce successful forecasts of El Niños appears to be derived from the low-frequency, large-scale evolution of characteristic patterns in the atmospheric circulation. This evolution can be thought of as a signal that precedes El Niño events. The models M1 and M2 can be thought of as special types of filters designed specifically to detect this signal from given atmospheric input. The model M1 uses optimal detection filters, whereas M2 is a detection filter constrained by physical laws. The model M3 is designed to replicate the predictive signal itself and can be thought of as a type of “self-detection” filter; again, one constrained by physical laws.

**Fig. 4. Evolution of the global SLP field required for successful 9-month in-advance forecast of winter SST in region M1. The last data used in the model are from spring ($t_0$). The evolution of the SLP field in the year prior to $t_0$ is shown in the panels. Positive values indicate higher than normal SLP whereas negative values indicate lower than normal SLP. The importance of a given season’s SLP information to the subsequent prediction was (A) spring ($t_0$), 26%; (B) winter ($t_0 - 1$), 27%; (C) fall ($t_0 - 2$), 22%; and (D) summer ($t_0 - 3$), 25%.**
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